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Marco Wan - The 'Umbrella Revolution', Hong Kong and the Rule of Law 

This paper examines the ways in which the term ‘rule of law’ has been used in the political and 

cultural discourse on Occupy Central, or the ‘Umbrella Revolution’, in Hong Kong. The 

Movement, sparked by Hong Kongers’ discontent about the pace of local democratization, has 

been repeatedly condemned by both the Chinese and Hong Kong governments as being against 

the rule of law.  It has also captured the attention of the international media. This paper examines 

‘classic’ formulations of the ‘rule of law’ by figures such as A.V. Dicey and Joseph Raz, and 

assesses the ways in which the use of the term in current discourse overlaps with, and deviates 

from, such formulations. 

 

Hsiao-tan Wang - Self-other relationship and law in everyday life: in the context  of 

Chinese culture 

Law in everyday life may reflect not only self-other relationship but also legal value and legal 

thought in a particular culture. In Chinese culture where self-other relationship is not easy to 

separate into individual relationships, the facts before the law in everyday life may be 

represented with fiction as people do not like to confront conflicts and clarify rights and duties 

with others. In this paper, we focus on legal consciousness in Chinese culture and develop three 

ideal types (simplify the law, mask the law and declare the law) to demonstrate the way people 

deal with potential conflicts. We collect stories and emphasize the cultural context of facts 

construction with its role in the construction of law in everyday life. Our ethnographic fieldwork 

suggests the importance of self-other relationship to clarify and develop different legal values 

and legal thoughts in a post-legal-transplanted/ post-legal-colonial society. 

 

Yan Sun - Literature and Law: Examined from the Interactions between Judicial Opinions 

and Gong An Novels in Ming China 

In Ming China (1386−1644), a type of novel called Gong An Novels or Shu Pan Ti Novels 

developed form court cases.  They were designed to exemplify to the public and attorneys how to 

prepare documents, how to file a lawsuit, and how a lawsuit should proceed. Furthermore, the 

Ming government encouraged court judgments to be written in the style of rhythmic prose.  

Characterized by parallelism and ornateness these judgments were meant to impress litigants as 

well as the public and emphasize the formality and authoritativeness of the court decisions. 

Representative judicial opinions were collected into books and published, some of which are 

kept till today. By examining the interactions between literary productions and court rulings in 

Ming China, this article explores the causes for the blending of law and literature throughout 

Chinese history and investigates the resurgence of scholastic and official requests to combine 

law and literature in modern China. 


